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The AJC’s NBA Mock Draft 2.0 

By Chris Vivlamore 

The NBA Draft is now just three days away. Here is the Atlanta Journal-Constitution's mock draft Version 

2.0. Joel Embiid has moved out of the top spot and Hawks GM Danny Ferry didn't dismiss my notion of 

Kyle Anderson (of course he didn't endorse it either.). 

1.      Cavaliers: Jabari Parker, SF, Duke 

The Cavaliers cannot afford another miss at the top of the draft. They will have to stay away from Joel 

Embiid after foot surgery. Parker could help right away. 

2.      Bucks: Andrew Wiggins, SG, Kansas 

The Bucks need, well everything, and they can't pass on Wiggins or gamble on Embiid. 

3.      76ers: Joel Embiid, C, Kansas 

The 76ers, with two picks in the top 10, can afford to take a chance on Embiid, whom many considered 

the top prospect in the draft. Plus, they have show a willingness to let a young talent fully heal as in the 

case of Nerlens Noel. 

4.      Magic: Dante Exum, PG, Australia 

The Magic, with two picks in the top 12, will need a point guard to replace Jameer Nelson and pair with 

shooting guard Victor Oladipo. 

5.      Jazz: Aaron Gordon, PF, Arizona 

The Jazz, with two first round picks, need frontcourt help and Gordon would be a good option. 

6.      Celtics: Noah Vonleh, PF, Indiana 

The Celitcs, another team with two first-round picks, need help in the frontcourt and Vonleh can stretch 

the floor. 

7.      Lakers: Julius Randle, PF, Kentucky 

Randle may slip this far over injury concerns and although the Lakers need a point guard they are 

dealing with the uncertain status of Pau Gasol. 

8.      Kings: Marcus Smart, SG, Oklahoma State 

The Kings are rumored to want to trade the pick and may have nine willing partners without a first-

round selection. Smart would be best available. 

9.      Hornets: Doug McDermott, SF, Creighton 

The Hornets, yet another tem with two first-round picks, need an outside shooter to stretch the floor. 

McDermott would be a good fit. 

10.  76ers: Nik Stauskas, SG, Michigan 



Sixers coach Brett Brown comes from the Spurs model of stretching the floor and using ball movement 

to get open shots. Stauskas’s outside shot would help. 

11.  Nuggets: Dario Saric, SF, Croatia 

Small forward is a need for the Nuggets and Saric will add size and versatility at the position. 

12.  Magic: Adreian Payne, PF, Michigan State 

With the Magic using their fourth pick for a guard, they could use this pick to add some needed size. 

13.  Timberwolves: Rodney Hood, SF, Duke 

The Timberwolves need help at small forward and Hood would be a fit unless a replacement for Kevin 

Love is a bigger priority. 

14.  Suns: James Young, SG, Kentucky 

The Suns, who have three first-round selections, can afford to take a young player who will offer outside 

shooting help. 

15.  Hawks: Kyle Anderson, SF, UCLA 

The Hawks need help at the small forward spot for depth in shooting and defense. Anderson, who will 

have been in for two pre-draft workouts, would make sense. I mentioned his name to Hawks GM Danny 

Ferry last week. He just smiled. Didn't say yes. Didn't say no. 

16.  Bulls: Tyler Ennis, PG, Syracuse 

The Bulls, with two first-round picks, need a backup for Derrick Rose and Ennis needs time to grow into 

the NBA game. 

17.  Celtics: T.J. Warren, SF, N.C. State 

Warren is a scorer and the Celtics can use all the scoring they can get in addition to more frontcourt 

help. 

18.  Suns: Gary Harris, SG, Michigan State 

If Harris is still available this late in the first round he would be a good addition for the Suns for depth 

and defense. 

19.  Bulls: Zach LaVine, PG, UCLA 

LaVine could help the Bulls by adding some needed scoring and versatility to the backcourt. 

20.  Raptors: Elfrid Payton, PG, Louisiana-Lafayette 

The Raptors could lose Kyle Lowry to free agency and Payton would be an insurance policy. 

21.  Thunder: P.J. Hairston, SG, NBA D-League 

The Thunder, who have two first-round picks, could add depth to their bench with Hairston who played 

a season in the D-League. 

22.  Grizzlies: Shabazz Napier, PG, Connecticut 

The Grizzlies need a backup to point guard Mike Conley and Napier could help at the position. 

23.  Jazz: Jusuf Nurkic, C, Bosnia 

A center such as Nurkic could help the Jazz add depth to its frontcourt with a second first-round pick. 



24.  Hornets: Clint Capela, PF, Switzerland 

Capela would be another big man to play beside Al Jefferson to give the Hornets more size. 

25.  Rockets: Jarnell Stokes, SF, Tennessee 

The Rockets need help at small forward as they face the possible loss of Chandler Parsons. 

26.  Heat: K.J. McDaniels, SG, Clemson 

McDaniels could help the Heat who need some help at shooting guard behind an aging Dywane Wade. 

27.  Suns: Jerami Grant, SF, Syracuse 

Grant would give the Suns another athletic wing player to play in their up-tempo style. 

28.  Clippers: Glenn Robinson III, SF, Michigan 

Robinson would add depth to the Clippers with his athleticism to feed off Chris Paul running the floor. 

29.  Thunder: Jordan Adams, SG, UCLA 

Adams could fill a void in the Thunder lose starting shooting guard Thabo Sefolosha to free agency. 

30.  Spurs: Cleanthony Early, SF, Witchita State 

Early would be the best available player at the Spurs’ final selection of the first round. 

Note: The Knicks, Nets, Wizards, Pelicans, Mavericks, Pistons, Trail Blazers, Pacers and Warriors do not 

hold first-round picks. 

 

 

 


